Matt Asay, senior vice president of business development at Strobe, takes stock of developments in the legal environment surrounding open source which have taken place in 2010.
If we needed any further confirmation that open source has gone mainstream, just look at the number of lawyers circling its skies. The European Legal Network, one of if not the main legal network, now boasts over 250 lawyers and of course in the last two years, spawned this journal.
No one bothers to sue the impoverished: now that open-source software is minting money for Google, IBM, Red Hat, and others, it has taken centre stage in the litigation front, through 2010.
While many of us would probably prefer to remain off the legal radar, the reality is that legal action is part and parcel with open source's importance in the industry. Bad as it is to be constantly fending off patent lawsuits, the opposite is even worse.
Why is open source so relevant to the technology industry today? Because we are in the midst of a tectonic shift in how software is delivered; a shift from value in the bits themselves to value in the services around the bits. Cloud computing, Software-as-a-Service, and open source each presents different faces on this trend. Small wonder, then, that Dresdner RCM Global Investors principal Walter Price, Jr. anticipates "a secular decline in tech spending," pointing the industry "to an environment where it will be difficult for [tech vendors] to keep revenues growing." As incumbent vendors struggle to remain relevant, one response has been to launch lawsuits to slow their obsolescence. Like the water-seekers in T.S. Eliot's epic poem "The Wasteland", who find "no water but only rock," leaving them with with "red sullen faces [that] sneer and snarl." And sue, apparently.
In 2010, Android was the most obvious recipient of the legal profession's attentions, with Apple, Microsoft, Oracle, and many others lining up to halt the open-source platform's rise or at least profit therefrom. Rather than sue Google directly, most of these parties preferred to sue different members of the Android ecosystem like HTC, the handset manufacturer.
While Google has not publicly commented on many of the suits, given that it is not directly named in them, Google did vigorously rebut Oracle's claims of patent infringement for the way Google uses Java in Android. Interestingly, its response was less about the law than about the politics and history of Oracle's contradictory and not-so-open approach to managing Java. Good politics, but not necessarily sound legal doctrine.
Perhaps Google was hoping that public opinion could gain it some clarity in the dispute, given that the law increasingly does not. In 2008 many of us saw the Bilski case as a ray of hope, a sign that U.S. courts would invalidate decades of bad law that tried to shape intellectual property to mirror the world of physical property, with adverse effects.
3 Since that time, however, no industry-wide decimation of the patent regime has occurred, either in the United States or in Europe, and it is looking doubtful that it ever will. The poor, and patents, are evidently always with us.
With this in mind, it strikes me that organisations like the Open Invention Network and other open-source friendly patent collectives will gain an increasing importance in the industry. Most of the upstarts giving established vendors fits lack significant patent portfolios, making a collective approach the only feasible manner of competing with the SAPs and Oracles of the world on somewhat equal footing. There has never been a better time for open-source software, and the increasing frequency of intellectual property claims against prominent users and developers of open source is one clear sign of this. Open source increasingly fuels the growth of companies like Facebook and Twitter, while simultaneously challenging the standard operating procedures of our industry's venerable (and more and more vulnerable) incumbents. Game on. 
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